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Energy resolution
(NEXT experiment for double beta decay)

Microbulk, single detector

1.5% to 2% (FWHM)
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pressure 2-5 bars

Landau deconvolution
⇒ 0.7% FWHM intrinsic
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Pure Xe 2-4 bar:
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Timing properties

Ions collection is fast
⇒ high rate capabilities

Resolution increases
with smaller gaps

Electron signal? Collection
with a fast current preamp

Fig. 4. Signal given by a charge preamplifier, for 50!m and 100!m amplification gap.

!

Fig. 5. Signal given by a fast current preamplifier. The rise time
of the signal is 870 ps.

times higher than the ion tail. Such fast signals will
allow the development of novel drift chambers or
small TPCs with a time resolution of the order of
1 ns.

6. Beam tests

Several chambers 15!15 cm! were extensively
tested in various particle beams. First, tests were
performed in the CERN PS beam at a moderate
flux. In a second test at the CERN SPS the particle
rate was of 2!10" per burst of 2 s on an area of
2 cm!. A detailed description of those tests can be
found in Ref. [3].

6.1. Set-up

Our first tests of Micromegas were done with
a gas filling of argon-isobutane [2]. We pursued
with a more standard argon-DME mixture. The
amplification gap was 100 !m.
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Gain uniformity

The small gap stabilizes the gain

M = eApdeBpd/V

max for pd = V /B

Low pressures?

Gas density!

Timing

Fig. 2. Expected gain as a function of the amplification gap at various potentials.

its value approaches the mean free path given by
the inelastic collision cross section, which is con-
stant. The electric field is E"»/d where » is the
applied voltage. By substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1)
we found

M"e!!"#!"!""#, (3)

the multiplication factor M is a function of the
quantity pd. Fig. 2 shows M as a function of the
gap (d) for a typical mixture of Ar#5% DME, for
»"300, 350 and 400V and a constant pressure
p"1 bar. As we can see M rises when d increases, it
reaches a maximum and then falls for higher values
of d. The maximum value is obtained by differenti-
ation of the previous equation giving

!M
M

""d!1!Bd
» " !d

d
(4)

the maximum value is for d"»/B at p"1 bar.
With that gap, which is of the order of 30—100!m
the multiplication factor is maximum for a given
applied potential. It varies a little bit with » and the
nature of the gas mixture. The conclusion is that in

that range of values of the gap currently used by
Micromegas detectors, the multiplication factor is
maximized and fluctuations due to defects of flat-
ness of the two parallel electrodes are cancelled. In
few words, such narrow gaps are ideal for an opti-
mal operation of parallel plate gaseous detectors,
since all fluctuations due to mechanical defects,
atmospheric pressure or temperature variations are
suppressed.

It is quite difficult to verify experimentally the
previous calculation, a large variety of very narrow
gaps are needed. We will point out that this has
been verified for two gaps (d"100 and 50!m) and
further work is needed to complete this study.
What was easier to verify is the variation of M with
pressure, which is expected to be equivalent to the
gap variation. Fig. 3 shows the multiplication fac-
tor obtained from our measurements as a function
of the pressure for argon#7% cyclohexane at
»"270V and for a gap of 50!m. As is expected
there is maximum of the multiplication factor at
p"500mbar. Note that the optimal operation of
a conventional parallel plate avalanche chamber
(d"4mm) is at pressures of the order of 10mbars.
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Figure 3. Measured gain in He + 6% Isobutane as function of the gas pressure for various potentials applied

on the micro-grid.

The curve clearly shows that there is a maximum of multiplication at p = 500mbar. Notice that the optimal

operation of a conventional parallel plate avalanche chamber (d=4 mm) is at pressures of the order of 10 mbar.

3. Gain properties

The highest gas gain obtained by a gaseous detector is a key issue for the large number of applications. In

particular, a detection of minimum ionizing particles requires a large dynamic range because of the Landau

fluctuation of the deposited energy and the emission of heavy ionizing particles. The goal of a “good” detector

is to achieve a stable operation before the breakdown, which corresponds to a total charge per avalanche

approaching 107-108 (so called Rather limit).

MICROMEGAS has been tested with a large variety of gas mixtures. Results have been published for

Argon mixtures with various hydrocarbons [8,9]; the maximum safe gain is close to 105 with 5-10% addition of

Isobutane, and three times higher with a small amount of Cyclohexane. Adding CF4 to the previous mixtures is

important, because it improves the time resolution and the total deposited energy [10]. Neon or He mixtures

with hydrocarbons allow an increase of the total charge per single avalanche that approaches the highest Rather

values (about 108).

As an example, Figure 4 shows the gas gain measured in He + 6% Isobutane mixture using single

photoelectrons produced under UV illumination; the maximum gas gain reached was ~1.8*107.

He + 6% C4H10, gap 100 µm

I. Giomataris, ICFA Instrumentation Bulletin,
Vol. 19 (Fall 1999)
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Fig. 8 shows variation of gas gain as a function of the voltage of

the wire mesh and for several different gas pressures. The detector
has a 400mm amplification gap and the drift electric field was
kept constant at 30V/cm in the course of the measurements. The
gas gains display an exponential behavior on a large dynamic
range and exceed 104. It should be mentioned that due to the use
of a light gas (iC4H10) the X-ray peak of 55Fe is not visible and
thus the measurements were performed using the a-particles
from 241Am. Bearing in mind that in the gas pressure range of
interest, exposure to the a-particles of 241Am results in the
deposition of !103 electron–ion pairs in the conversion gap, one
would expect the Raether limit to be reached at gains between 104

and 105, as was indeed observed. Therefore, one might expect to
reach superior gas gains using ionization sources with lower
ionization density.

5. Summary and conclusion

In this paper we have presented and discussed some of the
properties of a low-pressure Micromegas-type gaseous detector. It

was shown that with a slight rise in the length of amplification
gap, gas gains in excess of 104 together with a fast signal
comparable to that of standard normal-pressure Micromegas
detectors can be reached. Moreover, the use of larger gaps enables
the construction of large-area detectors with less technical
difficulties with regard to gap uniformity and mechanical
robustness. Furthermore, less insulating material is required in
the detector active area.

The above features make the detector suitable for various
applications. Particularly, in combination with appropriate con-
verters, the detector would appear to be an excellent option for
neutron beam monitoring in the advanced accelerator-based
neutron facilities where the performance of the standard Micro-
megas detector [18,19] may be improved by there being less
sensitivity to g-rays resulting from low-pressure, low Z filling gas
of the detector. The possibility of construction of large-area
detectors with robust structure at low cost is another positive
feature. Low-pressure Micromegas-like detectors could also
satisfactorily serve as economical imaging detectors for charged
particles with various ionization powers.
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Figure 4: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for pure isobutane.

• When the pressure is decreased, the electron mean free path increases. The number of collisions
decrease but the acceleration of the electron between two collisions increase. Thus more energy is
available for the next collisions in the avalanche.

• When the pressure is increased, the density of atoms and molecules increases, which decreases the
electron mean free path. The energy acquired by the electron between two consecutive collisions is
lower but the number of collisions increased.

In the case of the 90% He + 10% Isobutane gas mixture, at a pressure of 300 torrs an optimization of these
two competitive effects is reached. Below this value the gain decreases rather quickly. It’s interesting to
see that at pressure of 100 torrs, the gain varies much slower with the mesh voltage than at the other
pressures measured.
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Figure 5: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 90% He + 10% Isobutane mixture.

The influence of the proportion of quencher was studied by measuring a 95% He + 5% Isobutane
mixture. The results are presented in Fig.(6). Comparing to the case of 90% He + 10% Isobutane,
higher gains for lower voltages could be reached. But the variation of gain following the pressure shows
some differences: there is a shift of the optimum pressure, depending on the mesh voltage. The gain
curves measured at 500 and 300 torrs intersect for a mesh voltage around 400 V. As a consequence, for
Vmesh < 400 V, the gain at a given voltage has a maximum at around 300 torrs, but above Vmesh > 400
V the maximum is at around 500 torrs.
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that on the wire mesh. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the whole
induced signals can be captured within !100 and !200ns for the
amplification gaps of 200 and 400mm, respectively. These charge
collection times are comparable with those of normal-pressure
Micromegas detectors, despite the larger length of the
amplification gaps. This is owing to the operation at low gas
pressures which results in a large velocity for positive ions, thus
compensating for the longer traveling path of positive ions. Very
similar results were observed at other gas pressures in the range
of 20–60Torr, indicating that the charge collection time does not
significantly vary over this range of gas pressures. The fact that at
this range of gas pressure fast signals are observed with larger
amplification gaps than that of standard Micromegas detectors
might be of practical importance for construction of large-area
detectors with robust structure.

Fig. 4 shows the signal of the detector with the 200mm
amplification gap seen through a fast preamplifier with a risetime
of 1 ns. The signal corresponds to operation at the gas pressure of
30Torr, HV1=320V and HV2=340V. The signal risetime (10–90%) is
!50ns. Since the primary electrons entering the amplification gap
are greatly spread in time, their contribution in the signal is not
distinguishable from that of positive ions. In fact the maximum
drift velocity of electrons in isobutane is !5 cm/ms and hence the
minimum time required to collect the electrons from the 3mm
conversion gap is !60ns which is comparable with the drift time
of positive ions in the amplification gap. Although the risetime of
the signal is not as steep as that in the low-pressure operation of
detectors such as gas electron multiplier (GEM) [13] or GEM-like
[14], it is still quite sufficient for some applications such as time-
of-flight measurements of slow neutrons.

When the voltage on the wire mesh is sufficiently high, the
current pulses from the detector are large enough to be observed
directly on a 50-O input of a fast oscilloscope. Fig. 5 depicts the
signal obtained in this way for the detector with the 200mm
amplification gap. The detector operated at a gas pressure of
35Torr with HV1=380 and HV2=400V. As seen in Fig. 5, the signal
duration, in agreement with the charge signal of Fig. 3, does not
exceed 100ns.

The detector properties described so far correspond to an
operation based on the standard concept of Micromegas in which
the first gap of the detector solely serves as an ionization
conversion medium. As the potential of the drift electrode

increases, a different operation mode is reached, which is due to
the multiplication of the primary electrons in the conversion
volume. This mode of operation is easily reached due to the large
reduced electric fields, which are obtainable at low-gas pressures.
A sample of current signals obtained at this mode of operation is
shown in Fig. 6. The detector has a 200mm amplification gap and
operating conditions correspond to a gas pressure of 20Torr,
HV1=300 and HV2=700V. In this mode of operation, due to
exponential characteristics of the electron multiplication process,
the electrons entering the amplification gap are mainly produced
in the vicinity of the wire mesh, and therefore their time spread is
considerably reduced. Consequently, the contribution of electrons
is clearly observable in the current signal of the detector, which
represents a risetime of !7ns. This mode of operation might be
useful for some applications due to the fast risetime of signals and
also to the possibility of obtaining very large signals while
operating the amplification gap at safe gas gains. However,
compared to the ‘‘standard mode’’ of Micromegas operation, this
mode of operation may limit the performance of the detector due

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 3. Signal given by a charge-sensitive preamplifier for the 200 and 400mm
amplification gaps. A reduction of the amplification gap from 400 to 200mm
increases the signal risetime by a factor of two.

Fig. 4. Signals coming out from a fast preamplifier.

Fig. 5. Current pulses directly loaded on a 50O cable in the detector with 200mm
amplification gap, filled with 30 Torr of isobutene gas.
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Figure 4: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for pure isobutane.

• When the pressure is decreased, the electron mean free path increases. The number of collisions
decrease but the acceleration of the electron between two collisions increase. Thus more energy is
available for the next collisions in the avalanche.

• When the pressure is increased, the density of atoms and molecules increases, which decreases the
electron mean free path. The energy acquired by the electron between two consecutive collisions is
lower but the number of collisions increased.

In the case of the 90% He + 10% Isobutane gas mixture, at a pressure of 300 torrs an optimization of these
two competitive effects is reached. Below this value the gain decreases rather quickly. It’s interesting to
see that at pressure of 100 torrs, the gain varies much slower with the mesh voltage than at the other
pressures measured.
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Figure 5: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 90% He + 10% Isobutane mixture.

The influence of the proportion of quencher was studied by measuring a 95% He + 5% Isobutane
mixture. The results are presented in Fig.(6). Comparing to the case of 90% He + 10% Isobutane,
higher gains for lower voltages could be reached. But the variation of gain following the pressure shows
some differences: there is a shift of the optimum pressure, depending on the mesh voltage. The gain
curves measured at 500 and 300 torrs intersect for a mesh voltage around 400 V. As a consequence, for
Vmesh < 400 V, the gain at a given voltage has a maximum at around 300 torrs, but above Vmesh > 400
V the maximum is at around 500 torrs.
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Figure 6: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 95% He + 5% Isobutane mixture.

4.2.3 He-CO2 mixtures

Among the future experiments which will be performed with ACTAR, nuclear reactions induced by
ions on Helium target are of great interest. In order to minimize the background reactions, a quencher
composed of no or only few Hydrogen atoms is favorable. Thus, the gain of He-CO2 mixtures were
investigated. The results are shown in Fig.(7). The maximum gain values are around 104. At the same
mesh voltage and the same pressure, the gains are lower than with the 10% Isobutane mixture. This
could be explained by the Penning effect, which occurs in the mixture with Isobutane. An isobutane
molecule can be excited in a metastable state and exchange its excitation energy by ionizing a Helium
atom. This phenomenon contributes to the increase of the gain and it does not occur in mixtures with
CO2. There is a disagreement between charge mesh signal measured with oscilloscope and total charge
on pads with Gassiplex measurements (see Fig.(7(a))). This could be due to the poor S/N ratio of the
mesh signal measured with 55Fe source which made the measurement inaccurate with this method.

For the He-CO2 mixtures, the gain variation with the pressure for a given voltage has the same shape
as the He-Isobutane mixture, presenting an optimum at 300 torrs, see fig.(7(b)).
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Figure 7: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 90% He + 10% CO2 mixture.

The results for the 95% He + 5% CO2 mixture are shown in Fig.(8). Measurements in the same
optical conditions were possible only with pressure close to 1 atm. At lower pressures, the gain reached
before sparking was not large enough. Thus, there were not enough points measured to construct a
gain-pressure curve for a given mesh voltage.
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Figure 6: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 95% He + 5% Isobutane mixture.

4.2.3 He-CO2 mixtures

Among the future experiments which will be performed with ACTAR, nuclear reactions induced by
ions on Helium target are of great interest. In order to minimize the background reactions, a quencher
composed of no or only few Hydrogen atoms is favorable. Thus, the gain of He-CO2 mixtures were
investigated. The results are shown in Fig.(7). The maximum gain values are around 104. At the same
mesh voltage and the same pressure, the gains are lower than with the 10% Isobutane mixture. This
could be explained by the Penning effect, which occurs in the mixture with Isobutane. An isobutane
molecule can be excited in a metastable state and exchange its excitation energy by ionizing a Helium
atom. This phenomenon contributes to the increase of the gain and it does not occur in mixtures with
CO2. There is a disagreement between charge mesh signal measured with oscilloscope and total charge
on pads with Gassiplex measurements (see Fig.(7(a))). This could be due to the poor S/N ratio of the
mesh signal measured with 55Fe source which made the measurement inaccurate with this method.

For the He-CO2 mixtures, the gain variation with the pressure for a given voltage has the same shape
as the He-Isobutane mixture, presenting an optimum at 300 torrs, see fig.(7(b)).
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Figure 7: Gain as a function of pressure and Vmesh for the 90% He + 10% CO2 mixture.

The results for the 95% He + 5% CO2 mixture are shown in Fig.(8). Measurements in the same
optical conditions were possible only with pressure close to 1 atm. At lower pressures, the gain reached
before sparking was not large enough. Thus, there were not enough points measured to construct a
gain-pressure curve for a given mesh voltage.
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Abstract—A MICROMEGAS is a micropatterned gaseous

detector that has great potential in many applications including

high energy physics and astronomy.  The detector consists of  a

micromesh supported by thin pillars (50 µm) and the space

between the micromesh and the anode plane defines an

amplification gap.  The detector has a high rate capability and

good spatial resolution. The performance of the MICROMEGAS

can be improved by adding a preamplification device like a GEM

to factor the gas multiplicaton into two stages. With the added

preamplication, it is possible to minimize spark rates in detecting

heavily ionizing particles without sacrificing gas gain

significantly.  The additional gas gain provided by the GEM also

allows the detector to operate in a clean gas mixture like Ar-

CO2. The use of a clean gas mixture allows the device to be

radiation hard.

I. INTRODUCTION

The MICROMEGAS detector was first introduced in 1996

[1]. The device is not constructed on one plane as in the

MSGC but the micromesh is placed above the anode readout

plane which collects the electrons. The small amplification

gap is created by small Kapton pillars (50 µm to 100 µm

thick). The pillars prevent the mesh from sagging sufficiently

to cause shorts between the mesh and the anode.

The micromesh is fabricated entirely by the Kapton

photolithography technique used in GEM fabrication and the

final mesh resembles a one-sided GEM with many etched

holes to allow the primary ionization to enter the

amplification gap below the micromesh [2].  Because of the

many holes, a good optical transparency  (20 %) was obtained

[2].  The pillars that support the micromesh above the anode

plane are residual Kapton that was not etched away in the

lithography process. The pitch of the pillars is 1- 2 mm and

the diameter of the pillar is about 80 µm. Because of the large

pitch of the pillars, the dead area is minimal and it does not

degrade the efficiency and spatial resolution.
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II. DETECTOR

Fig. 1. MICROMEGAS+GEM preamplification structure.

The details of the detector structure and the distance

between the micromesh, GEM and drift plane are shown in

Figure 1. The drift mesh is located above the GEM foil and

any electrons created between the GEM and the drift mesh

experience two amplification stages: 1. GEM and 2.

MICROMEGAS. It is possible for some electrons to be

created below the GEM in which case they experience only

one stage of amplification, namely MICROMEGAS alone. In

order to study this effect it is possible to isolate events with

no preamplification by switching off the drift voltage and use

the lower electrode of the GEM as a drift mesh (pure

MICROMEGAS mode).

The GEM was biased by a resistor chain but the micromesh

was biased through a charge sensitive preamplifier which

readout the signals.  With the conventional preamplifier with

a rise time of a few hundred nano seconds, a large part of the

signal  is formed by slowly moving ions traveling in the

amplificaiton gap.  However the distance the ions have to

cover to induce signals is only 50 to 100 µm and the slowly

moving ions are quickly evacuated minimizing the space

charge effect.  Another advantage is that most ions are

collected by the micromesh preventing the majority of ions

from entering the drift space.  Therefore, the MICROMEGAS

detector has a high rate capability and 10E+7 Hz/mm
2
 at gain

of 10E+3 has been observed[3].

The ability to collect the ions quickly in the mesh without

any loss is an attractive feature of the MICROMEGAS and it

is useful in the TPC (time projection chamber) where ions

A study of a combination of

MICROMEGAS+GEM chamber in Ar-CO2 gas
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the MICROMEGAS+GEM detector in different gas mixtures.

The details of the study are described in ref [7] here we report

only the results. The detector was operated in two different

gas mixtures:

1. Pure CH4,

2. Ne(79)+CF4(10)+Isobutane(11).

The second gas mixture’s main component is the light inert

gas, Ne which tends to create low spark rates even without

GEM preamplification. The spark rates were measured at

various gas gains by counting the number of protons that hit

the detector and the number of discharge events. The ratio of

the two is the spark rate. The spark rates for the two gas

mixes are plotted as a function of gas gain in Fig 8 and Fig 9.

Fig 8. Spark rate as a function of gas gain in pure CH4 gas.

Fig. 9 Spark rate as a function of gas gain in Ne (79)+CF4 (10)+

Isobutane(11).

We consider the detector spark free once the spark rate

drops to 10E-8. Note it is not easy to measure spark rates

below this level. In both gas mixtures,

MICROMEGAS+GEM could achieve 10E-8 spark rates.

The reduced spark rate compared to a stand-alone

MICROMEGAS is more pronounced in the second light gas

mixture where 10E-8 spark rates were easily achieved even

with gas gain higher than 10E+5 at Vgem=300 V.

VII. SUMMARY

The MICROMEGAS+GEM detector showed excellent

performance in rate capability and energy resolution. It was

also found quite radiation hard in an X-ray based aging study.

In the high intense proton beam, the GEM preamplification

helped MICROMEGAS+GEM  achieve  greately reduced

spark rates compared to a standalone MICROMEGAS even at

high gas gain. The Ne based gas mixture was found to be

effective at suppressing discharge. The MICROMEGAS+

GEM combination appears to be an ideal device for tracking

at the high energy frontier for example at the upgraded LHC,

or the VLHC. The low spark rate may also make the

MICROMEGAS+GEM ideal for low backgound applications

such as searches for WIMPS and axions and as a readout for a

TPC at a future Linear Collider.
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